
Sinox Company Ltd.
Combination padlocks, travelling 
accessories, furniture locks, cabinet 
locks, computer locks, tablet locks, 
bicycle locks 

Founded in 1978, Sinox Co. now has more than 35 years of experience as 
a specialized manufacturer of locks and related security products.
Holding firmly to a philosophy that emphases R&D, Sinox constantly takes 

advantage of its state-of-the-art technology to develop locks with unparalleled quality and exceptional design to 
meet the demands of end-users. This has helped the firm build up a solid profile in competitive global market.

Confident in the assumption that innovation brings success to its customers, the company insists on providing 
them with tailored manufacturing and unique products, or total solutions, which meet their particular needs. Backed 
by its skilled R&D and QC engineers, the company is able to handle the entire production process and work with 
customers to develop truly marketable locks.

Sinox’s products include a wide variety of combination padlocks, key storage locks, gun locks, furniture locks, 
cabinet locks, sliding window locks, luggage strap locks, case locks and travelling accessories, bicycle locks, com-
bo locks with cables, key locks with cables, U-shackle locks, chain locks, leash devices, retractable cable locks, 
computer security locks, tablet PC locks, and outdoor security products.

The firm’s products are the embodiment of a conscientious 
commitment to R&D, quality, and functionality. For instance, its 
luggage locks are made of durable, lightweight materials and de-
signed with a compact, stylish look, offering users sure protection 
of luggage as well as additional style exposure. 

Sinox is noted for supplying TSA travel locks, which are meticu-
lously developed to help users achieve faster inspection, shorter 
delays, and unnecessary breakage by security personnel during 
security checks at airports while at the same time being stylish, 
lightweight, durable, and easy to use. 
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